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THE MID SOUTH

MESSENGER
President’s Message

Dear MSSA Members,

I hope 2014 has started off well for you and your 
business, and as I enter this year it is a great honor that I 
serve as your President.  This association has been a very 
important part of my life and business over the past years 
and I have made many valuable contacts and friends, as 
many of you have.

This year marks my 34th year in business and have been 
a member of several associations over that time, but have 
never felt the same way as I do about MSSA.  I think it 
is the continuing education and strong membership that 
has kept me involved.  I appreciate every member that is 
involved in any part of MSSA, such as board members, 
committee leaders, etc., and would like to encourage 
and challenge each and every member to step up and 
get involved, as we need everyone to be a part of this 
association for it continued success.

To continue to be a successful association we cannot keep 
doing the same things we did 5 and 10 years ago.  So I 
ask members to embrace any and all changes that the 
leadership proposes this year and in the future.  Change 
is a good thing, as it promotes health and strength and 
a new vitality that could make this association stronger.  
Things change and so should we.

I look forward to seeing you at Bentonville for the first 
conference of the year and ask that you encourage other 
members and non-members to attend as this should be a 
great event.  I will always be available if you would like to 
discuss any matters of MSSA.  My phone number is 
501-944-9571 and email is ray@ogxprinting.com.

Sincerely,

Ray Wilson, President MSSA
Oxford Graphics, Inc.

CONFERENCE

March 7-8, 2014
Bentonville, Arkansas

Due to Walmart’s request, there will be NO on-site Walmart registration. 
MSSA registration deadline is Friday, February 28th @ 5:00 pm central.

Walmart Sign Manufacturing Facility Tour, Bentonville, AR
Friday, March 7th 3:00-6:00 pm

Come see how the world’s largest retailer handles its sign program 
with its own in house sign manufacturing facility. From channel letters 
to pylon signs to non illuminated signage, see how Wal-Mart does it.  
Thank you to Graphic Solutions Group for providing safety glasses for 
our tour.

The Original Walton’s 5 and 10 Tour
Friday, March 7th 3:00-6:00 pm

While one half of MSSA attendees tour Wal-Mart sign manufacturing 
facility, the other half will tour the Wal-Mart Visitors Center in 
Bentonville which features the original Walton’s 5 and 10, opened on 
May 9, 1950. A novel idea at the time, Sam Walton’s store was the 
first self-service variety store in Arkansas. Here along North Main a 
self-guided tour leads visitors by shelves of retro toys, candies, and 
souvenirs. Getting a true feel of shopping in the 50s, the Welcome 
Center features original floor tiles and a 50s tin paneled ceiling. An 
exhibit including some of Sam Walton’s personal effects is a part of the 
tour of the interior. Outside you’ll find Sam’s original 1979 Ford F-150 
pickup truck.

The Museum of Native American History Tour/Dinner
Friday, March 7th 6:30-8:30 pm

“Walk Through America’s Past,” where you will view a glimpse into 
what life was like for America’s first inhabitants.  The museum is 
divided into five different time periods that will guide you through the 
constant changing lives of the Native Americans, as seen through their 
artifacts. Displays feature relics that date from over 14,000 years old 
to historic times. As you learn about American’s first inhabitants, dinner 
will be available for attendees with Principal LED providing beer / wine. 
The tour plus dinner is $25 per person

Continued on Inside
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Sneak Peek of New Sign Industry Products
Saturday, March 8th 8:30-10:30 am

Looking for ways to stay ahead of (or Sneak Past) your competition?  MSSA is offering 
YOU an opportunity to see sign industry products being introduced in 2014 and 
possibly before they are officially available during ISA Expo!

Join MSSA and view presentations by fifteen merchants Saturday, March 8, 2014 starting at 8:30 am at the DoubleTree Suites by 
Hilton in Bentonville, Arkansas.

No one said you couldn’t have a little mischief when it comes to “business”!

Total $50 registration fee includes all except the Museum of Native American History Tour / Dinner which is $25 fee per person. 

DoubleTree Suites by Hilton Hotel Bentonville
301 SE Walton Blvd.
Bentonville, Arkansas  72712
Reservations: Reservations:  479-845-7770 / reference:  MSA  Rate: $102 Deadline:  2/20/2014

Northwest Arkansas Regional Airport:    http://www.nwara.com/

Why Go to Northwest Arkansas with MSSA in March?
For one thing, it’s the home of Wal-Mart, J.B. Hunt and the University of Arkansas.  
Another draw is the Crystal Bridges Museum of American Art in Bentonville, which 
opened two years ago with major funding from the Walton family.  The driving force 
was Alice Walton, 64, daughter of Wal-Mart founder Sam Walton.  The former stock 
analyst and broker spent her millions on a public art collection and museum worthy 
of any city in the country and put it literally in the middle of American.
  
The permanent collection includes paintings and photographs most people will 
recognize from their history books, English classes and The Saturday Evening Post.  
There’s Gilbert Stuart’s George Washington, Winslow Homer’s gleaners, Norman 
Rockwell’s Rose the Riveter and Andy Warhol’s Dolly Parton.

Compton Gardens and Conference Center was once the home of Dr. Neil Compton, 
Savior of the Buffalo River.  Compton Gardens has been developed into native 
woodland which is quickly becoming a regional destination garden.

Peel Mansion And Historic Gardens was built in 1875 by Colonel Samuel West Peel 
and is a marvelous villa tower Italianate mansion on the outskirts of Bentonville, 
Arkansas. It was a working farmstead surrounded by 180 acres of apple trees. The 
Peel Mansion is an outdoor museum of heritage roses, perennials, and native plants.

Bentonville is the tenth-largest city in Arkansas!
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MSSA Thanks Board Directors
MSSA would like to thank the outgoing board of directors 
whose terms expired at the end of 2013.  We thank 
them all for their friendship, membership, trust and 
support.
  
Michael Hage, David White, Dean Sharp, Darlene 
Thomas, John Henrichs and not shown, Mike Alexander. 

City Planners Workshop; It’s All in the Details!
Success is difficult to attain without the proper training and education.  Mid South Sign Association and 
International Sign Association are offering a joint workshop, “Planning for Sign Code Success” July 15th, 
in New Orleans, Louisiana in conjunction with MSSA’s annual convention and trade show.  
Are there city officials/professionals in your town/city who might NEED education addressing the use of 
signage?  Just forward their contact information to Karen@midsouthsign.org.

Meet Your MSSA 2014 Board of Directors 
Who Jointly Oversee the Activities of MSSA

Officers
Ray Wilson, President

Jason Cicalla, President Elect
Harold Miller, Immediate Past President

Casey O’Quinn, Secretary/Treasurer

Directors
Wade Wright, Alabama
Perry Oldner, Arkansas
Gene Henne, Louisiana

Mark Tramontana, Mississippi
Marsha Raley, Tennessee

Shane Metheny, At Large Director I
Robert Davis, At Large Director II
Ellis Bradshaw, Additional States 

Greg Denzinger, Product Manufacturers
Sean Schultz, Supply Distributors

Karen Warr, MSSA Executive Director
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For Your Complete Sign Needs 800 800 3223  
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LED-1260MPS
Compact LED Power Supply

Dry/Damp Listed

LED-1260PS
Premium LED Power Supply

Dry/Damp/Wet Listed
IP67

Sign Accessories

LED Fast-Pak
TM

mini

Speed installation with

Includes pre-wired LED-1260MPS
Compact Power Supply and Switch

Powering Signs since 1913 
Contact Us:  (800) 793-4793   email: sales@sfeg.com

Quality, Reliability & Value from the Name You Can Trust

Sign Accessories

Here’s a Great Idea: Come to ISA International Sign Expo 2014!
Find all the information and insight you need to take your business to the next level — as more than 17,000 sign industry professionals 
from every aspect of the industry come together in Orlando, Fla. More than 500 exhibitors will connect you to the products, people and 
knowledge that will make a positive impact on your business. As a thank you for your support of MSSA, we’re offering sign company 
members a free trade show pass to the ISA Sign Expo exhibit hall as well as save 50% off the already discounted member rate on all 
education packages before March 14 using MSSA’s unique registration code: MSSA14. Register today – visit www.signexpo.org.                   

MSSA Host Hotel
The host hotel for MSSA is The Hilton. Staying at The Hilton will maximize the connections you make with fellow MSSA members and 
offers great rates on your ISA Sign Expo hotel. Whether you stay at The Hilton or select another hotel, please use the following link 
when making your hotel reservation and MSSA will receive credit for your stay at an official ISA Sign Expo hotel. http://goo.gl/mRLoml 
or contact Karen Warr, karen@midsouthsign.org and a link will be emailed to you.

ISA International Sign Expo    Education and Networking Events: April 23-26    Trade Show: April 24-26, 2014
Orange County Convention Center, South Building    Orlando, Florida

A Letter From:

Dear MSSA:

Thank you for the donation of $5,000 from the Mid South Sign Association to the Signage Foundation, Inc. Your support will allow the 
Signage Foundation, Inc. to continue its commitment to research and education in support of the on premise sign industry.

The demonstration of support by MSSA is truly exemplary within the industry.  Also the consistency of your commitment to SFI is very 
significant.  MSSA was the first regional sign association recognized in the Foundation’s Century Club.  SFI is honored to recognize 
MSSA as a sustaining member of the Century Club.  The partnership between MSSA and SFI is demonstrative of your association’s 
awareness of the value of research in impacting the knowledge base of on-premise signage.

Sincerely,
Ken Von Wald, Chairman
Signage Foundation, Inc.
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MSSA 2014 Premium Gold Sponsors
MSSA is enthusiastic about the favorable response received from members referencing the request for 2014 Premium Gold 
Sponsorships.  Premium Gold Sponsors receive the following recognitions:

• Sponsor’s logo placement on home page of website, convention promotional/registration mailing, convention program and 
convention / conference signage

• First choice of exhibit booth location by virtue of commitment received 
• One free convention registration  
• Recognition of sponsorship by President during all membership meetings
• Recognition of sponsorship in Mid South Messenger, Facebook & e-blasts to MSSA members 
• Sponsorship level recognized in printed MSSA’s Buyers Guide 

A heartfelt thank you to all 2014 Premium Gold Sponsors!

3M Graphics Market Center Charles Hampton’s A-1 Signs Inc.
Daktronics Inc. Eastern Metal Supply
faces Formetco
Gemini Inc. Graphic Solutions Group Inc.
Hampton Enterprises Herring Sales Inc.
KeyedIn Solutions Matthews Paint
Mikos Kampakis Insurance Services Reece Supply Co.
Sign Builders Inc. ThinkSign Inc.
Tubelite Co. Inc. Watchfire Signs by Time-O-Matic

Mid South Sign Association Buyer’s Guide
Looking to cut through the clutter of traditional search engines when looking 
for a sign industry product?  Look no further, for MSSA’s Buyer Guide is 
available in back of our printed membership directory as well as online 
www.midsouthsign.org under resources!  Looking for screen printing or 
sandblasting equipment, paint supplies, sign faces or substrates to name a 
few items?  MSSA Buyer’s Guide is a tool which allows our members to be 
more effectively and efficiently when buying products they are looking for.
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Updates from ISA
2013 Planning for Sign Code Success Events Make Impact Around the 
Country

ISA government relations staff had a successful year getting in front of the government 
officials who regulate signs. Combined with urban wayfinding webinars, ISA educated 
nearly 700 planners in 2013 on sign code issues, an increase over 2011 and 2012. 
Five official events were held in 102 jurisdictions in eight states, one being Huntsville, 
Alabama during MSSA annual convention.  

 
In 2014, Planning for Sign Code Success Events are planned for six states (Louisiana, Ohio, Connecticut, Texas, 
Illinois and Wisconsin). New education tools will be unveiled to provide fresh and compelling content for attendees.  
For more information on Planning for Sign Code Success Events, contact ISA’s David Hickey.                  

New Video Promotes the Value of Signage and How ISA Represents the Industry

Hosted by ISA President and CEO Lori Anderson, a new video illustrates how signs mean business and the work for 
its members. It is the first in a number of videos ISA will produce to reflect all the efforts the association to help its 
members and help the sign and visual communications industry thrive.  View the ISA video here:  http://www.sigsn.
org/AboutISA.aspx 

Want to have your sign company featured in an ISA video? ISA is issuing a call for video footage showing behind-the-
scenes sign making processes of any kind. The video footage should be high definition, at least 1080p and in a raw 
video format such as .mov, .mpeg4, avi, etc. – YouTube videos will NOT work unless you have the original video file. 
If you have any video footage you would like to provide, contact ISA at video@signs.org .

#ISAproud

The sign industry and ISA members are amazing and are constantly being recognized for the work they do to build 
vital communities. ISA is proud of its members and wants the world to know it, so we’re starting a new hashtag, 
#ISAproud. We’ll use this hashtag to tweet about the good works of ISA members, the industry and other things that 
make us proud. 

We encourage you to use this hashtag to promote your accomplishments and look for it as you read through your 
social media posts.  #ISAproud
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(800) 336-1224
www.miratecsystems.com

Absolute front-lit/back-lit color 
control, consistency, and accuracy.

   

  PureColor 
Technology™
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New Orleans, LA
800-776-0130

Quality service, supplies & equipment
for the sign, screen & digital printing industry.

www.reecesupply.com
Atlanta, GA
800-776-0115

Proud members of MSSA since 1974

Findings of Study by The Federal Highway Administration Referencing Digital Signs

By David Hickey, International Sign Association

The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) finally released the long-awaited results of their research regarding 
the impact of digital signs (in this case, digital billboards) on traffic safety. The FHWA project used human factors 
research, as compared to a statistical analysis (see “Finding Common Ground” page 12 for the difference between 
the two). This is research that originated in 2008 and was supposed to have been released in 2010, but was 
mysteriously delayed – until now.
As we suspected was the case all along, the main finding of the FHWA research is that digital signs don’t make 
drivers look away so much that motorists are dangerously distracted. Digital signs don’t divert the drivers’ gaze 
more than anything else they might see while driving, such as trees, buildings and other kinds of signs. This result 
confirms not only common sense, but also other research that the FHWA did on digital signs in 1980 and 2001, as 
well as other research by Virginia Tech University and Texas A&M University.  

ISA will be providing sign companies with a concise and informative summary of the research so members can 
easily understand and talk about the findings; ISA will also be making sure that local sign code officials across the 
country are aware that the federal government has found that digital signs aren’t dangerously distracting. 

ISA will also be participating in the annual Transportation Research Board (TRB) conference in Washington DC 
from January 13-16, where it’s anticipated that the FHWA research results will be debated and discussed. Also at 
TRB, it is likely that the SFI EMC research conducted by Texas A&M University will be on the agenda of the Digital 
Billboards Subcommittee, and may be approved for peer-review at the conference. It is very important that this 
research be granted a positive peer review because it would lend significant credibility to the study’s statistical 
analysis of EMCs and traffic safety.   

Despite the positive news of the FHWA research results, it must be emphasized that the research focused 
specifically on digital billboards and therefore only on messages with 8-10 second hold times and no animation 
features, with different setback requirements, and on signs that are hundreds of square feet in size. Most on-
premise digital signs are much smaller and need animation capabilities to get their messages out.  Therefore, there 
may be need for further research focusing on EMCs, including human factors research.  ISA’s EMC Subcommittee 
will be discussing various possibilities in the near future. 

If you have any questions or need more information, please feel free to contact me at david.hickey@signs.org or 
(703) 797-0479.
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                            watchfiresigns.com800-637-2645  

A Look Into the Crystal Ball

By Alan C. Brawn CTS, DSCE, DSNE, DSDE, ISF, ISF-C

As I am sure most of us would agree, forecasting anything has become, shall we say, tenuous at 
best. With the thought in mind that the only constant is change, here are a few thoughts on the 
dynamic digital signage industry as we prepare to usher in the New Year.

The first look into the crystal ball will most certainly come true and that is the expansion and in 
some cases entrance of the traditional static signage industry into what they call dynamic digital 
signage. Proof of this new found emphasis will be seen at the ISA annual event and the proliferation 
of dynamic digital signage articles and educational programs aimed at the static signage industry 
created by organizations like the Digital Signage Federation and the Digital Signage Expo.

Our next “safe bet” forecast is that the dynamic digital signage industry will continue to grow at a double digit rate. 
Whether we believe the 20% annual growth figures that are so often quoted or even half of this amount, there is no 
doubt that growth will continue. Leading this growth will the retail sector followed closely by corporate, education, 
and healthcare.

From a technical point of view the biggest trend will be in larger and yet larger flat panel displays and most 
significantly in video walls. We like to say that when applications, technologies, and prices converge opportunities 
pop up. This is especially true with video walls in particular. With lower display costs in general and companies like 
Samsung, NEC, and others producing thin bezel video wall displays and many with built in processors, the time is 
right for the growth in this segment  we forecast at 20% or more per year. 

Off course we will see the continuing converge of social media with dynamic digital signage. The ubiquitous cell 
phone will take more advantage of NFC or near field communications at the tap of the device and QR codes on 
displays will be another way to get more expanded information. All those personal devices we are so fond of will 
continue to come forward and be part of a totally interconnected world.

My last look into the future is about content. We are beginning to understand more and more about what works 
and what does not in terms of content. We are finally realizing that impressions are meaningless without recall and 
we need to clearly understand what triggers recall. This all begs the question of analytics and how to measure the 
effectiveness of what we are doing. Stay tuned for a significant number of developments on this front as the New Year 
progresses.

Of course we could go on and on with all the exciting things in store for 2013 but rest assured that this will be the 
year of convergence of technologies and industries. It is truly an exciting time to be part or the signage industry.
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Members Supporting Members

At MSSA, we understand and appreciate the investment of time and money from all of our 
member companies.  As a matter of principal, MSSA member companies do everything they 
can to conduct business within the membership of the association because MSSA understands 
it cannot succeed without the success of its member companies. The following product 
manufacturers, engineers and suppliers have agreed by registering as 2014 MSSA members 
to support MSSA in 2014.  Please consider the following companies as you conduct business 
in 2014. A current membership list is available for viewing by visiting www.midsouthsign.org  
or if question a company’s MSSA membership, contact MSSA for clarification (901) 452–6444.

3M Commercial Graphics Division
A.R.K. Ramos Foundry & Mfg. Co. Inc.
Admiral Wholesale Sign Components
AgiLight, Inc.
Akzo Nobel Coatings
Allanson Lighting Components
Altec Industries
American LED Technology, Inc.
Arlon Graphics, LLC
BDB Enterprises, Inc.
Bayer MaterialScience
Bitro Group, Inc.
CAO Group, Inc.
Charleston Industries
Cincinnati Sign Supplies
Cirrus Systems, Inc.
Cooley Sign & Digital Products
Cornerstone Engineering
Curbell Plastics, Inc
Custom Foam Fabricators
Custom Products Corp
Cyrious Software
DADSCO
Daktronics, Inc.
Descant Awning and Sign Company
Direct Sign Wholesale
Eastern Metal Supply
EBSCO Signs & Displays
EGL Company, Inc.
Elliott Equipment Company
Elrod Engineering, LLC
Facecrafters
faces
FDC Graphic Films, Inc.
Formetco
France
GE Lighting Solutions
Gemini, Inc.
Gerber Scientific Products

Gravograph
Grimco, Inc.
Gulf Signs, LLC
Herring Sales
Hiscall, Inc.
Indy Imaging Inc.
Johnson Sales Company/Jasper Plastic 
    Solutions
KeyedIn Solutions
Matthews Paint
MET Laboratories
MetalSource, a division of M-D Building 
    Products
Mikos / Kampakis Insurance Service
Miratec Systems, Inc.
MultiCam Inc.
MYCO, INC
N. Glantz & Son
Nova Polymers, Inc.
Orafol Americas
Palram Americas
Permlight
Phoenix Metals Company
Piedmont Plastics, Inc.
PIP Printing and SpecialFX Signs
Plaskolite, Inc.
Principal LED
Reece Supply Co
Rick McClain & Associates, Inc.
S & F Custom Sign Corp
SABIC Polymershapes
Saginaw Pipe
Scott Powerline & Utility Equipment
Scott Sign Systems
Seiko Instruments USA, Inc
Sign & Digital Graphics
Sign Builders, Inc.
Sign Fab, Inc.
SignComp

Signdrafting, LLC
SloanLED
Southern Stud Weld
Steel Art Company
Sullaway Engineering, Inc.
ThinkSIGN, Inc.
Transco To Go, LLC
Trinity Products
Tubelite Company, Inc.
Universal Lighting Technologies
US LED, Ltd.
USAwning Network
USCutter, Inc.
Utility Equipment Service
Vantage LED
Ventex Technology
Voltarc
Wagner Zip-Change, Inc.
Watchfire Signs by Time-O-Matic
World Wide Sign Systems
Wrisco
YESCO Electronics
Z3 Graphics, Inc.
Zlight Technology, LLC
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Appreciation Is The Process of Thanking Someone For Their Help

MSSA is very appreciative and proud of the following members for their dedication to the betterment of the sign 
industry by serving on the 2014 ISA Board of Directors.

Mark Granberry
Graphic Solutions Group, Inc.
Suppliers/Distributors Council

Michael Hage
All Signs, Inc.

Affiliated Associations Council

Dave Miller
Nova Polymers, Inc.

Suppliers/Distributors Council

David Watson
WatchFire Signs by Time-O-Matic, Inc.

Suppliers/Distributors Council
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3 Ways to Use Surprise to Earn Word of Mouth

From plot twists in their favorite show to the prize in the bottom 
of the cereal box, people love talking about the unexpected. You 
can earn some of that excited word of mouth by catching your 
customers off guard in delightful ways.

Here’s how:
1. Make a memorable experience
2. Make someone smile
3. Make your stuff stand out

1. Make a Memorable Experience
Everyone loves fresh cookies, but bar patrons at midnight might love 
them most. So when the staff at Scofflaw, a cocktail restaurant in 
Chicago, start handing out warm chocolate chip cookies every night 
at midnight, you can imagine the sense of endearment the whole bar 
feels. It’s unexpected, it’s nice, and it’s the kind of customer experience that folks tell their friends about.unexpected. 

2. Make Someone Smile
You don’t have to be as cool as a cocktail bar to surprise and delight your fans. Sometimes all it takes is being a thoughtful listener. 
For example, after one young customer told a dentist at Georgetown Pediatric Dentistry she had a dance recital coming up, they sent 
her a care package for her feet and a good luck note. The kid’s mom was so happy, she wrote them a glowing five-star review on 
Google, even saying they felt like a part of the Georgetown Pediatric Dentistry family.

3. Make Your Stuff Stand Out
Jones Soda Co. is famous for the fan-submitted photos they 
feature on their packaging -- it makes a normal, everyday 
part of their business into something exciting. But recently, 
they’ve added another surprise worth talking about. On the 
bottoms of some Jones Soda packages, customers have 
found this note, surrounded by signatures from employees: 
“These are all the people who could have spit in your soda,
but didn’t.” This tiny change in their already cool packaging 
adds an element of surprise that highlights the people 
behind it (and sometimes becomes a popular story on 
Reddit).

From WordofMouth.org, Copyright © 2013 WordofMouth.org, 

All rights reserved. By WordofMouth.org Editor on 

September 24, 2013

Capabilities
• Custom Signs / Channel Letters 
• Formed Faces / Flexible Faces 
• Electronic Change Price Units

Call today for your complete Outsource sign needs / Quality Production

Phone: 800.874.3334 • Fax: 888.793.4455 • www.wwsign.com • sales@wwsign.com

Calendar of Events

New Ideas, New Possibilities
Bentonville, AR

March 7-8, 2014

ISA - International Sign Expo
Orlando, FL

April 23-26, 2014

MSSA Convention & Trade Show
New Orleans, LA

July 24-27, 2014

MSSA Convention & Trade Show
Murfreesboro, TN
July 23-25, 2015

MSSA Convention & Trade Show
Biloxi, MS

July 28-30, 2015
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